
Reflections on the Interview Protocol and Process

Asking questions about early experiences and recent experiences inevitably prompted 

my interviewee to use those early and later experiences as lenses for thinking about the 

questions that come later. So it is not surprising that there are several points in the interview 

when the interviewee talks about a strong difference between how some of the specific issues 

work in video game forums vs. the open source software forums that he now works with. With 

that said, I would stress that I don’t think this is really an entirely false dichotomy. Frankly, I think 

it may be entirely possible that many developers early experiences with forums come from video 

game forums which are in fact very different kinds of spaces (much more hegemonic, much 

more antagonistic and far more likely to devolve into flaming). 

With this noted, I think in future interviews I can start with different kinds of grand 

tour questions, ones that doesn't focus on early and recent experiences but instead invites 

the participant to propose their own set of catigories. Something like, Can you take a few 

moments to list off as many online communities that you have participated in? and follow 

that up with Can you take a moment to list off as many web forums you have participated 

in? Then from there ask the interviewee to briefly describe each of the community spaces 

and forums. That line of questioning might generate interesting and different kinds of 

organization.

An important caveat about working with this interview is that I have known the 

interviewee for two years. Further, one of the projects I asked him about is actually how I 

know him, we worked together on the software project that he discusses helping manage the 

online forums for. With that said, most of what I am interested in this interview for is not so 

much anything about our work together but instead about his thoughts and experiences as a 

developer and working with forums. To that end, I think our rapport is such that I got information 

that is not too tainted by our prior relationship to be of value. Now, his reflections are actually 



a really valuable thing for me to have as I make no secret of the fact that I am to some extent 

studying something very close to home. That is, in my four years of work as the community lead 

at the Center for History and New Media I was in fact doing the very thing I am now interested 

in studying. In this respect, his thoughts on how forums worked for the project we worked on 

together are a great way to check my own ideas against his. 

“Attaching More Meaning To Post Count”

From my reading of the forum books it is clear that there are different feelings about the 

value of displaying post counts next to users posts in discussion threads on web fourms. One 

interesting thing that came out of this interview was that the interviewee brought this up himself 

when asked to describe the features of one of the earliest forums. Of particular interest here is 

the set of terminology that gets used for people who he describes as “attaching more meaning 

to post count” than they should. After suggesting that post count’s were controversial the 

interviewee was asked to explain why and offered the following; 

Weather it provides anything other than a method of measuring {laughs and pauses} 
to go back to a phrase that I haven’t heard in a long time saying how big your e-penis 
is.. um and weather that encourages anything useful or just post whoring that doesn’t 
contribute anything to the forum and is just annoying.

 
In this case the interviewee brings in a set of terms to describe the kind of behavior he 

thinks that post count reinforces. He equates the post counts with the term e-penis, suggesting 

that post counts become a way for forum participants make arguments grounded in their 

projected authority. He then notes that part of the controversy is if the post counts contribute 

anything useful, which he elsewhere identifies as answering questions, sharing knowledge or 

otherwise engaging in productive activity, or if instead they are engaging in “post-whoring”. He 

went on to explain;’

So Post whoring, and whoring in general in that particular dictionary, um. Basically just 
posting to increase your post count. Yea, and attaching more meaning to post count and 
all its attached whatevers than there is or should be for other people or would give it.

 



Here he goes on to explain that post whoring is posting strictly to inflate your post count. 

It is worth recognizing that the sexually charged terms here are both derogatory. The e-penis 

comment was targeted at deflating those who rely on this measure, and the post whore is 

someone who engages in non-productive behavior to inflate their post count. In the end his 

comment related to post whoring, that it is about “attaching more meaning to post count and all 

its attached whatevers than there is or should be for other people or would give it.” further 

defines the problem of post counts. In this system people are attaching meaning to 

understanding post count as posters reputations and he is deriding the people who “attach” too 

much meaning to that measure. 

Interests of the frequent forum users trump the interests of the one time poster 

As I mentioned, the interviewee had eluded to a productive purpose for web forums.

 In one case, when asked why trolling was a problem that someone might get banned for 

the interviewee responded, “the forum is probably there for a reason, and that is not serving 

a reason, and it is distracting from the actual reason.” When then asked what the problem 

was with users who don’t read the FAQ, a criteria he noted might get someone banned or 

sanctioned he suggested a kind of social hierarchy about how the fourms work. He said the 

problem with people not reading the FAQ is that “it leads to a lots of wasted time and people 

getting upset and annoyed and generally the interests of the frequent forum users trump the 

interests of the one time poster who will violate that.” In this case he set up a hierarchy within 

the structure of interaction, frequent users interests outweigh those of infrequent users. When 

asked why this was the case he explained; 

The motivation is for the community's purposes to be served and for the most part 
those people [The frequent participants] have demonstrated, that they or often 
have demonstrated, not always, that they are productive parts of that community, 
or serve the interests of that community.
 



When asked what he ment that they were producing, what it was that they were beign 

productive about, he initially claimed that “It depended entirely on the community” but when 

asked for a for instance he gave the following response.”

Usually um, the common base of knowledge, or possibly an actual product 
that's being worked on in the case of open source software it may actually be a 
software product. that is moving further towards the goals it was started to reach.

 
Here he defines productivity as either the production of a knowledge base, a term that is 

intermingled with the idea of collective intelligence and is tied up in the notion that a corpus 

of knowledge is being collaboratively created and used online. He also suggests that in other 

cases the productive work is actually the creation of software. In either case, he identifies 

production of knowledge or software as the goals that create the necessity for rules about forum 

behaviors.

 


